Silk fibroin as an organic polymer for controlled drug delivery
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Abstract

The pharmaceutical utility of silk fibroin (SF) materials for drug delivery was investigated. SF films were prepared from aqueous solutions of the fibroin protein polymer and crystallinity was induced and controlled by methanol treatment. Dextrans of different molecular weights, as well as proteins, were physically entrapped into the drug delivery device during processing into films. Drug release kinetics were evaluated as a function of dextran molecular weight, and film crystallinity. Treatment with methanol resulted in an increase in \(\beta\)-sheet structure, an increase in crystallinity and an increase in film surface hydrophobicity determined by FTIR, X-ray and contact angle techniques, respectively. The increase in crystallinity resulted in the sustained release of dextrans of molecular weights ranging from 4 to 40 kDa, whereas for less crystalline films sustained release was confined to the 40 kDa dextran. Protein release from the films was studied with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and lysozyme (Lys) as model compounds. Enzyme release from the less crystalline films resulted in a biphasic release pattern, characterized by an initial release within the first 36 h, followed by a lag phase and continuous release between days 3 and 11. No initial burst was observed for films with higher crystallinity and subsequent release patterns followed linear kinetics for HRP, or no substantial release for Lys. In conclusion, SF is an interesting polymer for drug delivery of polysaccharides and bioactive proteins due to the controllable level of crystallinity and the ability to process the biomaterial in biocompatible fashion under ambient conditions to avoid damage to labile compounds to be delivered.
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1. Introduction

Silks belong to a group of high molecular weight organic polymers characterized by repetitive hydrophobic and hydrophilic peptide sequences\cite{1}. Due to the highly repetitive primary domains, fibrous proteins and especially silk fibroin (SF) assemble into regular structures during materials formation and can be considered as Nature’s equivalents to synthetic block copolymers\cite{1–5}. Silks are naturally produced by spiders or insects, such as \textit{Nephila clavipes} and \textit{Bombyx mori}, respectively\cite{6,7}. The primary sequence of SFs have achieved wide evolutionary adaptation to such diverse needs as spinning underwater nets to trap air for underwater breathing, lifelines, and prey capture, common features associated with the formation of robust and stable material structures. The repetitive organization and the presence of high contents of short side chain amino acids, glycine, serine, and alanine have been preserved in these protein polymer systems\cite{8}.

During the spinning process, several motifs in the silk form crystalline \(\beta\)-sheet stacks by hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions, forming the basis for the tensile strength and toughness of the material\cite{8–11}. This assembly process starts from highly concentrated silk solutions either in vivo or emulated in vitro. The protein assembly process in vivo is initiated by extraction of water, changes in salt concentration and finally triggered by mechanical stress or chain alignment during fiber
spinning. This process has been biomimetically transferred into in vitro environments, providing the basis for the fabrication of silk scaffolds as implant materials [12]. These silk-based biomaterials have interesting mechanical, morphological and structural properties that may fill important niches in biomaterial applications, in particular for the musculoskeletal system due to the robust mechanical properties [13–16].

The present study relates to the understanding of silk fibroin processing and control of structure development (β-sheet content as a reflection of degree of crystallinity) towards utility as a controlled release delivery matrix. The effect of the molecular weight of the compound to be delivered on the release kinetics from SF matrices was investigated within the context of control of crystalline content during processing. Furthermore, model proteins (enzymes) were formulated into the SF polymer films and their release pattern was followed with potency tests in order to extend the potential utility of this new controlled release device with bioactive molecules. The ability to formulate and control structural features of this family of proteins in an all aqueous process suggests that sensitive biologicals can be incorporated into these matrices without significant loss of biological activity.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran with molecular weights of 4, 10, 20 and 40 kDa, respectively, horseradish peroxidase (HRP; EC 1.11.1.7.), lysozyme (Lys; EC 3.2.1.17), 2,2′-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazolone-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt (ABTS), bovine serum albumin (BSA), Micrococcus luteus, 0.01 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS: 2.7 mM potassium chloride, 0.137 M sodium chloride, pH 7.4) and o-phenylene-diamine Fast Kit (OPD-Fast Kit; 0.4 mg/ml in 0.05 M phosphate–citrate buffer containing 0.4 mg/ml urea hydrogen peroxide) were from Sigma-Aldrich (Buchs, Switzerland), H2O2 was from Haenseler (Herisau, Switzerland). Purified polyclonal rabbit anti-chicken lysozyme antibody (80 mg/ml) and purified goat anti-rabbit IgG horseradish-peroxidase-linked antibody (2.0 mg/ml) were obtained from Acris Antibodies GmbH (Hiddnhausen, Germany). Silk was kindly supplied by Trudel Silk Inc. (Zurich, Switzerland). All other substances were of analytical or pharmaceutical grade and obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

2.2. Film preparation

Cocoon from B. mori (Linne, 1758) were boiled 2 times for 1 h in an aqueous solution of 0.02 M Na2CO3 and rinsed with water as previously described [17]. Purified silk was solubilized in 9 M aqueous LiBr solution and dialyzed (Pierce, Woburn, MA; MWCO 3500 g/mol) against water for 2.5 days. Fibroin concentration was determined after evaporation of water overnight and using an analytical balance (Mettler, Greifensee, Switzerland). The concentration was adjusted to 5% (w/v). One hundred and fifty microliters of the silk fibroin solution was transferred into polystyrene 96-well plates (for release study; Nunc, Wohlen, Switzerland) or onto flat Teflon surfaces (for physical characterization) and dried at 37 °C and 500 mbar overnight. Dried films were treated with 300 μl of (i) 90% (v/v) methanol in H2O or (ii) H2O for 30 min, respectively or (iii), left untreated.

2.3. Film characterization

2.3.1. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Surface analysis of silk fibroin films, 6 mg each and either treated with 90% methanol (v/v) or left untreated, was performed in contact mode using a Nanoscope IIIa (Digital Instruments, San Diego, CA) with oxide-sharpened Si3N4 tips mounted on triangular cantilevers with spring constants of 0.58 N/m (specified by the manufacturer). Images were taken in air and flattened and plane-fitted as required.

2.3.2. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

Compound-loaded and unloaded (empty) films were prepared and either methanol treated or left untreated as described before. The structure of the various films was analyzed by FTIR on a Bruker Equinox 55 Spectrometer equipped with a MIRacle™ attenuated total reflection (ATR) Ge crystal cell in reflection mode. Background measurements were taken twice with an empty cell and subtracted from the sample readings.

2.3.3. Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)

Real-time wide angle X-ray scattering studies were performed at beamline X27C of the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS; Brookhaven National Laboratory, NY). Intensity data were collected at room temperature with films encapsulated in Kapton™ tape. Monochromatic X-radiation with a wavelength of λ=0.15 nm was used. The data were collected in transmission mode using two one-dimensional position sensitive sensitive wire detectors. The scattering vectors, q(4πsinθ/λ, with θ as the half-scattering angle) were calibrated using sodelite and silicon reference powders for WAXS. Scans were collected for 3 min over an angular range from 2θ=10–30°. Intensity data were corrected to account for detector linearity, background scattering, sample absorption, and changes in incident beam intensity. Due to the detector geometry, the range of angles from 2θ=1–7° was not accessible at NSLS. Therefore, room temperature WAXS studies were performed using a conventional sealed tube X-ray source having λ=0.15 nm. A Phillips PW1830 X-ray generator and optically encoded diffractometer were used to investigate the range of scattering angles at which the OMS typically shows its gallery spacing, i.e. from 2θ=2–7°. Films were examined in θ/2θ reflection mode, using a step scan interval of 0.01° with 2.4 s/step; d-spacings, obtained from Bragg’s Law (nλ=2d*sinθ/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the beam of X-rays and is equal to 0.15 nm, θ is the angle of incidence in degrees, and d is the spacing between atomic planes and is given here in nm).

2.3.4. Contact angle

Static contact angle measurements were performed on dry films (n=3) that were either treated with 90% (v/v) methanol or
untreated at ambient temperature using a goniometer (NRL C, Ramé-hart Inc., Mountain Lakes, NJ). Ultrapure water droplets were used with a drop volume of approximately 30 μl.

2.4. Drug load and release

The silk fibroin solution (5% w/v) was mixed with a drug solution in either PBS (10 mg/ml; FITC-dextrans) or PBS + 0.1% (m/v) BSA (10 mg/ml; HRP, Lys) at a ratio of 7.5:1 (v/v), respectively. One-hundred and fifty microliters per well of this mixture or 150 μl silk fibroin solution (5% w/v) was pipetted into polystyrene 96-well plates. Films were dried overnight (37 °C; 500 mbar) and treated with methanol or water as described above. The supernatant was collected and the solvent was evaporated using a speedvac concentrator (sc110, Savant, Fisher Scientific, Wohlen, Switzerland). Residues were redissolved in 300 μl PBS (FITC-dextrans) or PBS + 0.1% (m/v) BSA (HRP, Lys) and the compound content in the supernatant was measured as described later. The films were dried again at 37 °C and 500 mbar overnight. For release studies, 300 μl of release medium was added to each well and the plates were incubated at 25 °C for 23–28 days. At each time point the whole medium was collected for measurement and replaced by fresh release medium (Table 1).

2.4.1. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of FITC-dextrans

FITC-dextrans were assayed by SEC-chromatography using a Merck system (Duebendorf, Switzerland), consisting of an autosampler (Merck Hitachi AS), a computer interface (Merck Hitachi F-1050). Separation was performed on a Superdex® 200 HR 10/30 column (Amersham Biosciences Europe, Otelfingen, Switzerland) at 4 °C with 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. FITC-dextran fluorescence was detected with an excitation wavelength of 485 nm and an emission wavelength of 530 nm.

2.4.2. HRP activity assay

The enzyme solutions were diluted in a solution which consisted of 0.5% (v/v) Triton-X 100 and 0.25% (w/v) BSA in 40 mM potassium phosphate buffer at pH 6.8. Ten microliter samples or standards were added to 200 μl freshly prepared substrate solution (0.5 mg/ml ABTS and 0.03% (w/v) H₂O₂ in 100 mM citrate buffer at pH 4.1) and the absorption was read at 405 nm at 25 °C using a spectrophotometer (Cary 300; Palo Alto, CA).

2.4.3. Lys activity assay

Lys activity was determined by turbidity measurements with *M. luteus* cell suspension in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer at pH 7. The cells were mortared and suspended in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer until the absorption was in the range of 0.7–0.9 as measured at 450 nm. Twenty-five microliter lysozyme solution was added to 1.5 ml cell suspension and the decrease in absorption (450 nm) was read for 5 min. The maximum linear rates for samples, standards and blank were obtained and the activity of the enzyme was calculated.

2.4.4. ELISA for lys quantification

For quantification of released Lys protein, an indirect ELISA procedure modified from Vidal et al. [18] was performed. Incubation was at room temperature (25 °C) on a rotating microplate shaker (IKA Labortechnik, Staufen, Germany). Flat-bottom 96-well polystyrene microtiter plates (Nalge Nunc, Hereford, UK) were washed with PBS between every step of the assay and 4 times at each step (100 μl/well except after blocking: 200 μl/well). Reactant volumes were 50 μl/well. Microplates were initially coated for 2 h with Lys in PBS and nonspecific sites were blocked for 1 h using a solution of 3% BSA (w/v) in PBS. Polyclonal rabbit anti-chicken lysozyme antibody and goat anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase-linked antibody in 1% BSA-TPBS (1% (w/v) BSA-PBS plus 0.05% (w/v) Tween 20) were subsequently added and incubated for 2 h. The substrate (OPD

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Molecular weight [kDa]</th>
<th>Release medium</th>
<th>Radius [nm]</th>
<th>pI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FD4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP type VI-A</td>
<td>PBS + 0.1%</td>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>6–9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>PBS + 0.1%</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>11.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Approximate Stokes radii given by the supplier.
b Solute radius was calculated from aqueous diffusivities found in the literature using the Stokes–Einstein equation.
c Depending on the isoenzyme.

Fig. 1. AFM images of silk film surfaces either treated with 90% methanol (A, C) or left untreated (B, D). (A, B): bar length 2.5 μm, (C, D): bar length 0.5 μm.

at 0.4 mg/ml in 0.05 M phosphate–citrate buffer containing 0.4 mg/ml urea hydrogen peroxide) for peroxidase was placed in the wells for 15 min. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 50 μl 1 M H₂SO₄. Absorbance was read at 540 nm using a microplate reader (Molecular Devices, Bucher Biotec AG, Basel, Switzerland).

2.4.5. Gel filtration chromatography (GFC) for lysozyme

Lys was assayed for aggregation and degradation products by GFC-chromatography using a Merck system (Duebendorf, Switzerland), consisting of an autosampler (Merck Hitachi AS), a computer interface (Merck Hitachi A6000), a pump (Merck Hitachi L6200A) and a UV/VIS detector (Merck Hitachi L-4250). Separation was performed on a Shodex protein KW804 column (Infochroma AG, Zug, Switzerland) at 25 °C with 50 mM phosphate buffer with 0.3 M sodium chloride (pH 7.5) at a flow rate of 1.0 ml/min. Lys absorption was detected at 274 nm.

2.4.6. Protein adsorption to silk films

Three hundred microliter protein solution (HRP: 1 mg/ml; Lys: 10 mg/ml) in PBS containing 0.1% BSA was added to either methanol treated or non-methanol treated films and incubated at 25 °C for 24 h. Adsorption of the proteins to the silk films was determined by measuring the reduction of protein activity in the supernatant.

2.5. Statistical analysis

For statistical significance, samples were evaluated using a Student t-test as well as ANOVA where appropriate. ANOVA
was followed by a post-hoc assessment using the Tukey HSD method. Differences were considered significant when equal or less than $p=0.05$.

3. Results

3.1. Surface characterization and physicochemical analysis of silk films

Silk film morphology was assessed by atomic force microscopy before and after methanol treatment (Fig. 1). Methanol treatment resulted in rougher surfaces when compared to non-methanol treated films and the formation of globular structures, which were not found in native (i.e. not methanol treated) films. FTIR structural analysis of methanol treated films showed an N–H bending vibration bond (amide II) intensity shift from 1540 to 1535 cm$^{-1}$ when compared to native films (Fig. 2A). Similarly, methanol treatment resulted in additional shoulders at 1630 cm$^{-1}$ (amide I) and 1265 cm$^{-1}$ (amide III). The water treated silk films for the most part lack the peaks for secondary structure at 1695, 1627 and 1520 cm$^{-1}$, however, it seems as though with the addition of FD20 and FD40, the FTIR structures start showing a more pronounced shoulder or peak at $\sim$1627 and 1520 cm$^{-1}$ indicating an increase in $\beta$-sheet conformation for those films. These data were corroborated by wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) also used in the material characterization (Fig. 2B, C). With WAXS, silk crystallinity was monitored by calculating the intersheet $d$-spacing distances from the X-ray plots. Methanol treatment resulted in a shift of the major peak ($2\theta=20^\circ$; Fig. 2B, C) from 4.4 to 4.3 Å, indicating a shift from silk I to silk II structure. For comparison with our data, representative silk I and silk II model structures that had been taken by X-ray and electron diffraction, infrared spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, and raman spectroscopy were collected from literature $^{[19–30]}$ and resulted in three predictions of silk I structure models, the Crankshaft model $^{[26]}$, the out-of-register model $^{[23]}$ and the repeated $\beta$-turn type II model $^{[20]}$. Silk II structure is commonly described by antiparallel $\beta$-sheets $^{[31,32]}$. More peaks corresponding to reported silk II $\beta$-sheet crystalline structures were present in the methanol treated films including the shift in the position of the major peak at $2\theta=20^\circ$, indicating a shift from silk I to the more dense silk II structure (data not shown).

Film surface hydrophobicity of methanol treated silk films showed a significantly higher contact angle than for non-methanol treated films at each time-point ($p<0.001$; Fig. 2D, E). Contact angles remained stable for methanol treated films (Fig. 2D) whereas a significant drop over time was observed for non-methanol treated films ($p<0.05$ or $p<0.01$; Fig. 2E).
3.2. Compound release

The release of fluorescently labelled dextrans (FD) with molecular weights ranging from 4 (FD4) to 40 kDa (FD40), respectively, was evaluated as a function of methanol treatment using HPLC quantification (Fig. 3, Table 1). In water treated films, FDs with molecular weights from 4 to 20 kDa showed a burst release after 8 h of 60.7±30%, 47.9±20% and 50±32%, respectively. Later than 3 days, FD4-release ceased almost completely (77±6% after 28 days), while FD10 and FD20 showed a continuous release pattern up to 94.0±0.2% and 90.2±1.7% after 28 days, respectively. In contrast, the release of the larger molecule FD40 was retarded and showed an initial release of only 17.9±15% followed by a continuous release to up to 40.9±3% after 28 days (Fig. 3A). Methanol treatment of the drug loaded silk films resulted in a strong and molecular weight dependent retardation of the release of all FDs. Burst releases of FD4, FD10, FD20 and FD40 were 58.4±4%, 26.3±19%, 7.7±52% and 8.4±55%, respectively. With an increase in molecule size, a reduction of the incline was observed for the first 10 days of release, levelling off after 14 days for all molecules (Fig. 3B).

Further studies detailed the efficacy of silk fibroin films as delivery vehicles for bioactive compounds, using HRP and Lys as model drugs (Figs. 4 and 5, Table 1), based on bioactivity assessments. A discontinuous release from non-methanol treated silk films was observed for HRP, characterized by an initial burst of 7.4±0.3 μg, followed by a lag phase of 2 days and a continuous release from days 3 to 8. At later timepoints, no more release of bioactive HRP was measured (Fig. 4A). HRP release from methanol treated films started at day 5 and continued until day 23, with a total release of 25.2±3.0 μg HRP (Fig. 4A). The affinity of HRP to the silk films was measured upon incubation of non-methanol treated and methanol treated silk films with the model drug for 24 h. HRP demonstrated strong affinity to the silk fibroin surface, but no significant differences were observed for the two treatments (Fig. 4B).

Bioactive Lys release from non-methanol treated silk films was characterized by an initial burst of about 21.3±12.9 μg, followed by a short lag phase and a continuous release between days 3
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and 8 (Fig. 5A). After 9 days of release, no bioactive Lys was released. No bioactive Lys was detected from methanol treated films throughout the study time (Fig. 5A). However, ELISA measurements of the amount of released protein by ELISA using a polyclonal Lys antibody showed a release from methanol treated silk films, starting at day 8 with a continuous and linear release pattern thereafter and—although at a lower level—parallel to the release from non-methanol treated films (Fig. 5A). The released Lys was further analyzed to detail the cause of the positive ELISA and negative potency results, using qualitative GFC-HPLC studies. Clearly, by-products of lower size (degraded) and higher size (aggregates) of Lys were released in the incubation medium and their presence increased with time for both, methanol (Fig. 5C) and non-methanol treated (Fig. 5D) films. An apparent silk peak was observed at early timepoints and for the water treated—and better water soluble—silk films as compared to the methanol treated ones, and overlap was observed for the silk peak and the Lys peak (Fig. 5B, D). This observed degradation phenomenon correlates with measurements of weight loss of non-methanol treated silk films in PBS (data not shown). The adsorption of Lys was slightly higher for methanol treated as observed to non-methanol treated films, but not significant (p=0.08; Fig. 5E).

4. Discussion

Silk fibroin is isolated from cocoons of the silkworm, B. mori. This protein has recently found growing interest as a biomaterial for musculoskeletal implants, including substrates for tissue engineered cartilage, bone, and ligaments [14–16,33,34]. Several studies detail the advantages of SF based materials, including the directed differentiation of human mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) into different tissues and excellent biocompatibility [13,35,36]. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of SF in fiber form, rivaling high performance fibers such as Kevlar in terms of energy adsorbed before the fiber breaks, distinguish this organic polymer from other naturally occurring alternatives, such as collagen [37].

MSC differentiate selectively along different lineages including cartilage and bone, when exposed to specific proteins—e.g., growth factors and cytokines. Ideally, a scaffold material provides a substrate in which cells can thrive and receive stimuli such as through protein release to guide the differentiation process of cells. Therefore, this study evaluated SF as a delivery vehicle for the sustained release of compounds and enzymes as model drugs to further expand the material options available with SF in the important niche of controlled release. Earlier studies have demonstrated the use of silk fibroin carriers for enzyme immobilization as needed for the preparation of biosensors [38,39]. These studies detailed the protective properties of silk fibroin matrices for several proteins including staphylococcal protein A [40], alkaline phosphatase [38], and various other proteins and peptides [41,42]. Ultimately, this type of materials system could lead to a novel mechanically useful implant material, stabilizing and releasing proteins that guide the differentiation process of cells in a directed fashion through controlled drug delivery.

Methanol treatment of the silk films resulted in physicochemical changes with the formation of globular surface structures which were absent on surfaces from water treated films (Fig. 1). Further, methanol treatment induced a shift to higher amounts of crystalline β-sheets structures (Fig. 2A, B) and resulted in higher hydrophobicity as indicated by contact angle measurements (Fig. 2D, E). The different crystalline states were detected by FTIR spectra, resulting in a typical shift for amide III band stretching (1235 and 1265 cm\(^{-1}\)) and changes in the amide V bond regions. In particular the shoulder in the amide III band region is indicative for a conformational shift of silk fibroin into β-sheet structure, as described before [31,43]. Changes in silk assembly as a result from a silk I to a silk II conformational change were further detailed by wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) before and after methanol treatment. The assembly of silk fibers in the silk I conformation state was described by three different models, obtained through measurements of d-spacing data from WAXS, the Crankshaft [44], β-turn type II [23] and the out of register [20,21,31] model, respectively. Assembly in silk structures with a silk II conformational state and as a result of methanol treatment was presented by Marsh et al. [32] and Asakura and colleagues [20,21,31]. A comparison of d-spacing from WAXS spectra and taken from water treated (mainly silk-I conformation) films in this study (extracted from Fig. 2B, C), fitted best with the out-of-register model of silk assembly, which was subject to substantial changes after methanol treatment, resulting in structures of a silk-II conformational state and as previously described [21,32].

For evaluation of drug size/molecular weight impact on release patterns, dextrans with increasing sizes and molecular weights were used. Dextrans with molecular weights of 2 to 10 kDa arrange in expandable coils, whereas dextrans with molecular weights exceeding 10 kDa organize in branched structures [45,46]. The higher the molecular weight, the larger was the retention of the drug, more specifically for methanol treated films (Fig. 3). These retentions were a result of the above described changes in physicochemical properties, characterized by an increase of crystalline β-sheets and a concomitant decrease in water solubility [12,47,48], ultimately resulting in more sustained release kinetics.

In the present study, crystallinity was induced by methanol treatment [1,5,12,49], which can be detrimental to the bioactivity of a drug, in particular for protein drugs [50]. These detrimental methanol effects were observed for lysozyme by comparative experiments of drug release into the supernatant using an ELISA and a potency assay (Fig. 5). Lys release from water treated films resulted in similar release profiles as measured by the two different assays (potency versus presence of antigen), whereas a substantial loss in bioactivity was determined for drugs released from methanol treated films. Therefore, silk scaffolds failed to protect lysozyme potency after methanol treatment. Interestingly, HRP entrapment into methanol treated films resulted in a release of bioactive HRP (Fig. 4), whereas complete loss of potency resulted from methanol supplementation to aqueous HRP solutions (data not shown). Based on these findings, a selective protection for protein drugs can be postulated for silk biopolymers. Future studies are needed detailing the mechanistic principles of protection by silks.
Drug release kinetics were further influenced by the drug’s nature, as can be exemplarily seen with a comparison of HRP (Stoke’s radius of approximately 3 nm) and FD20 (Stoke’s radius of 3.3 nm). Apart from similarities in diameters, both HRP and FD20 resulted in completely different release patterns. Therefore, easy predictions of drug release kinetics from silks are difficult and call for a clear need to individually assess a drug’s retention within the biopolymer.

The experiments highlight the strength but also the limitations of using silk fibroin as a polymer for drug delivery. The motivation of this study was to combine the excellent biomaterial properties of silks—biocompatibility, mechanical integrity, and biodegradation—with drug delivery options. We believe a general feasibility of this approach can be postulated from the presented work, although detrimental effects of processing steps involving the use of methanol on drug potency need to be addressed for each individual drug intended to be delivered. Further, adsorption to silk surfaces can significantly—and again as a result of individual drug properties—change drug release kinetics. Current experiments in our lab aim at using repetitive cycles of water vapor exposition instead of methanol treatment to induce changes in silk crystallinity, to by-pass the detrimental effects of methanol. Preliminary own results and supporting data from literature [51] suggest the feasibility of this replacement, while maintaining suitable drug delivery kinetics similar to the ones shown for methanol treated films.

An envisioned scenario for the above introduced system in tissue engineering would be the use of drug releasing SF biomaterials to guide the differentiation of MSC into musculo-skeletal tissues. A close monitoring of drug potency and aggregation phenomena is required to optimize such systems. These systems offer preservation of sensitive protein activity, allow for a controlled and sustained delivery of proteins, along with control of scaffold structure and morphology. When these features are considered along with the remarkable mechanical properties of these proteins in materials, intriguing options for the material properties of silks emerge.
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